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FROSODTC PRT]E-EMS IN A GENERATTVE PHONOLOGY F SWEDISH

Mona Lindau*

The origínal aim of this paperr$*was to investigate rules for stress and tonal

accent in Swedish, within the framework of generative phonology as it has been

presented in the literature of the }ast decade, most cornprehensiveLy in The

Sound Pattem of Engli.sh (Ctromsky and Halle, 1968, henceforth referred to as

SPE). It was soon found that stress and tonal accent relate to other proces-

ses, Iike.tenseness and laxness of vowels, and consonant-length, and it was

unavoidable to investigate those processes to some extent. The data were based

on my own inbuition and the literature that was available to me. An effort

was made to account for a "neutral" form of Swedish but it is quite possible

that my own dialect had an influence (southern Swedish: LundJ. Dialectal va-

riation was not systematically considered.

Nor was any attempt made to account for sentence intonation or anything

outside the domain of the word. By "domain" is here meant a constituent string

tci whíckr phonological rules and conventi.ons are applicable ffor a formal de-

finitíon, see SPE, p, 391). ffre concept of "word" is intuitively simple but

elusive to pin down formatly. Here a tentative, formal working definition is

adopted: a word is a string bounded by brackets that are labe1led with sym-

boLs of lexícal categories[tl, Ar V, Adv) in the surface stTucture.
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A summary of possible types of stress and tonal accents, together with some

data wiII first be presented. We will discuss ways of dealing with these

facts and their relationships, both in the earlier framework of generative

phonology and then taking the theory of markedness into consideration.

STRESS

In the literature on the subject there are different assertions concerning

the number of relevant stress levels in Swedlsh. The BAOB (svenska Akademiens

Ordbok, rThe Dictionary of the Swedísh Academyr) Oistinguishes flour levels

of stress apart from unstressed syllables, Noreen three levels as well â5 url-

stressed, and Elert two as well as unstressed [Elert 1964, p. 16i.

As it has not yet been convinci.ngly demonstrated that there is any empiri-

cal foundation to the claims for a "psychological reality" of multiple levels

of stress, it would be preferable to deal with stress as a category that is

either present as strong stress or not present over whatever linguistic unÍt

we decide it belongs to. In faet, what empirical evidence there is seems

rather to point to stress being perceptuatly a categorical property (HaUaing-

Koch 11t61. See also for example Ohala 1970 pp. 1O4-11? för a summary of the

arguments. ) ,

However, as a tentative point of departure we accept Elert's system of

transcribing stress and the existence of primary and secondary stress in the

data.

Every lexical- item has one primary stress fMalmberg, 1956, p, 101; Elert,

19æ, p. 16). Monosyllabic lexical items have one strong stress. In polysyl-

Iabic words the primary stress may fall

1) on the first syll.able of the word in

a) nouns ending in vowels: kaka, kvinna, krona, lampa, remÊar YXã, gLömska;
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spöke, bjäIke, bonde, fogde, äpple, furste, glädje; kvitto, jumbo'

hambo, babY...

b) nouns ending in -elr -Er, -s¡. fåge1, snigel, prägel, pudel, gurgel,
tvive], gaffel, giffel; buller, fjäder, hamster, schnauzer, skvaller,
seger, pilsner, kloster, k}överr orderr ruter; frõken, fräken,
braxen. . .

c) nouns ending in other vowel-consonant combj-nations: päron, plommon,

helgon, morgon; bröllop, biskop, lakan, fänrik, härad, senap, sirap,
minus, huvud, djävut, motor, tobak, konjak, haschisch, alburn, lektor,
idrott, Faia-*. . ,

d) verbs: hugga, kiva, leka, måla, skutta, hoppa, arbete...

e) other lexical categories: gammal, kristen,
aldrig, alttid, hellerr annars, kanske...

möjlig, hövisk, nästan,

f) nouns with more than two syllables: arbete, abborre, algebra, alibi,
alkohol (sometimes atkoh6l), ebenholts, ekorre, embryo, händelse,
kotlektiv Isometimes kollektíu). . .

S) in words with certain prefixes, including bi-, an-r offi-r in-, âV-r
upp-r ut-, vid-, till-, väl-, för-, perhaps sjäIv-¡

bilägga, antasta, omfamna, inbilla, avdunsta, uppvigla, vidskepelse,
ti-llåta, vätfärd, förgård¡ självmedveten;

Words beginning in er- are probably best accounted for in this group:
erövra, erfara, erf'arenhet...

on the syllable foflowing certain other, unstressed, prefixed, including
be-, ge-, ent-, i-, and there is a för- and a väl- in this group too:

berätta, betala, bekantt
förlåta, välsigna...

gemensam, gemensamhetsbad, entledigar ihiäl, itu;

3J on the last syl lab1e i-n a great numbe:: of word'

aJ ending i-n a vowel: ironi, kafê, disträ' revy' miliö, ridå, berså,
intervju, industri...

bJ ending in consonant[s):

solid, konfys, kusin, problem, kines, kanel, mustasch, minut, nervös,
apelsin, centrifug, korridor, mekanik, muhammedan...

")

produkt, fåtöli, familj, turiat, abort, absurd' annonst
recept, tendens, adjunkt, elefant, konsonant, medaljongt
socialist, kontrovers. . .

sekund, modern,
muhammedanism,

adress, kuliss, affisch, galosch, kastrull, program, cigarr, cigarettt
parasoll, konstitutionell r timotej. . .

4) on other sy11ab1es: mekaniker,
sortera, p1ädera...

madonna, ordentlig, september, manöver,
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Secondary stress occurs in compounds "on one, and only one, of the sylla-

bles followlng that carrying main stress" (Etert, 19€/., p.'t5). More speci-

fically, this secondary stress falls on the stressed vowel of the last word

that makes up a compound: 
"t"år,ãtt, "trån"ttrãkurr, "¡Jr-+.ã""u, uutårj-ãppna-

"., ålnutel¡-ãppnare, vlchyvattensbutel jsetikettspåkl?streraka.

T${AL ACCENT

Swedish is cheracterized by an opposition of two tonal accents over the domain

of the word¡ accent I and accent II, sometimes referred to as acute ' and

g?ave ' accents. As all monosyllabic lexical items carry accent I, the oppo-

sition j.s limited to lexical items of two and more syllables. A standard

example.Ísén!:g! (ttne duck') with accent I versus ànde-n ['tfre spirit') with

accent II. Accent ÏI is a phenomenon peculiar to Swedish (and Danish and

Norwegi-an). fne actual fundamental frequency contour over the word for each

accent shows considerable variation. In Danish the realization is not even

entirally tonal but a matter of'st/d' versus Inon-st/d,1. Howerrer, any Nor-

wegianr Danish, or $wedish native speaker csntroLs two different contours.

The tonal accent is regarded as a phonological unít for $candinavian lan-

guages, and öhman ( ISOZJ hypothesized about a physiological basis for the

common historicel orígin.

Accent I occurs generally

1) over monosyllabic words: taI, strå, hatt...

2) over words with ultlmate stress, see 3) above.

3) over words with the prefixes of 2) above: betala, etc.

4J over nouns, verbs, and adjectives ending in -e1, -Ér, -Bl.t, see îb) on
p.3

5) over many polysyltabic words that oríginally were borrowed: pojke,rkänga;
taxi, komrna, baby¡ mekaniker, psykedelisk; tobak, konjak, album..,-

6) over the last stressed word in a compound: strår'.ttrãkr"*, 
"¡Jkk3"=t
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Accent II occurs generallY

1) over polysyllabic words (native and assimitated loanwords): fticka, flick-
orna, sommar, ande, flaska, bagare'..

2) o.ver the first word that makes gp a compound: fàgelbúr, "t"ànutttåkare,
vichyvattensbutel jsetikettspåklis trerska.

Are stress and the tonal accent predictable by rule or do these features

have to be speei-fied lexically as i-diosyncratic properties of each word? At

the first glance it seems as if stress can fali at any syllable of a Swedish

word. Hgwever, there are constant properties associated with some ofl the

stress patterns. As a first approxima.tion we assume that if a word ends in

a 'rstrong cluster"3 and this strong cluster is not a neutral affix (p' 25 ) 
'

the primary stress falls on that }ast syllable, as in the case of the examp-

tes under 3) on p. 2 and 3. In the examples of 1) on p. 2 the last syllable

constitutesaweak cluster, and the stress fatls on any other but the last

sytlable. Stress thus seenrs to be at least partially conditioned by types

of syllables in the word. The tonal accent is partially conditioned by the

numÞeI of syllables in the word as accent IT requires at least trvo syllables'

what syllable types are there then in swedish and where do tense, long

vowels occur and where lax, short vowel?

LENGTH AND TENSENESS

An analysis of Swedish yields nine long vowels [i:, ei, €, i ¡ Yi, þ2, az ' u! I

o:, û.:] ana eight short vowsls [f , LY , t, ê, u,c, a] (sometimes nine

short vciwels when shc¡rt Ir] is distinguished frnm short [e]1. A description

within the framework of autonomous phonemics usually sets up nine vowel pho-

nemes plus a 1ength phaneme f zf (Etert 19æ, Sigurd 1965). This is a less

desirable solution. It involves treating a property of a segment as an inde-

pendent segment. To achieve the desired phonetic output an ad hoc rule is

then required to desegment l:/ ana assign it as a part of a segment. Aiterna-
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tlvely, the difference between the two vowel- sets can be handlecl by adding

one entity to the set of phoneti-c features for Swedish vowels and by regard-

ing the difference as one of the Ðresence versus absence of this feature.

Ïhis is the more economic way of accounting for the distinction. But what

feature shourd be chosen? An obvious choiee is between [116ng] and [jtrn."],
Elert ( ISOA) demonstrated a consj-stent difference i-n the measured duration

between the two sets of vowels. However, the Iength difference is always

concomj-tant with a difference in vowel-quality as well-: the slrort vowels

sound more central than their long counterparts.4 0rrr" and abcrve this the

perceptual distance between the members of each long-short pair i-s greater

the lower the voweLs are, The vowels in våt and vått, and in hq! and hatt
are perceptually further from each other than the vowels in yi! and vj-tt
and in þot and bott. Moreover, the characteri.stic difference between the

two sets of high vowels [i:, yz, éi, u:J and [I, y, ê, u] is nr:t so much the

duration as the fact that the "long,'ones are diphthongized to [i:j, y:j,
u:8, u:ô] and the short ones are not (Hammarström t Norman 1g5?i Lindblom

Ê SundberS 1969).

Phonetic properties of a segrnent are important in the choice of features.

The features and their values should be the same on the systematic phonemÍc

level as on the systematic phonetíc level, unless the statement of a general

phonological process requires the positing of an abstract underlying form

that differs in feature composition from its phanetic form [Seæ postal jg66,

chapter 4; SPE, chapter 8J. Morenver, if the segments on the systematic pho-

netic level are to be comparable in terms of their feature composition across

languages in a meaningful way, it should be possible to relate the features

to phonetic parameters (cf. Ladefoged 1967, chapter 2). Trrus for any two seg-

ments with the same feature composition except that one segment has the

f eature [+rrJ where the other iras [+rJ, the c]aim is that these two segments

will differ along the same phonetic parameter. As there are languages where
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the only difference between two sets of vowel-segments is one of duration
(*'g' Estonian, Turkish, Danish [FÍschel 1968]), the feature rrlonn] should
be reserved for these cases. The phonetic interpretatj-on or f+longJ is along
the parameter of duration of articulation. ïn other languages where the dura-
tional differences are concomitant with some other characteristic(sJ ti¡e
vowel-quality and diphthongizability as in swedish and English we prefer
another feature to eccount for it. Let us carl this ,,other,, feature ft¡sarr1
and arthough it has no obvious unique articur-atory eorrelate, ret us at
least assign it a phonetic content on a parameter of perceptual distance.
The distinction between the two vower sets in swedish wirl be accounted for
by the feature [it*nttJ and length regarded as nondÍstinctive and predict-
able by a late rule that assigns length to a1r tense vowers:

LENGTH HULE: f+tenseJ __¡ [+tons]
As e tentative, and j-ncomplete, working hypothesls we assume a swedish
underlying vowelsystem as be1ow.

[-na*] [+back]

t*r'isr-.,l
| -row j
[-r,ighr I
| -tow I
t-J

i -r'isÌ"' 
-l

L*rq* J

1rY

erÉ

t* u

o

q€

Arthough [u] is phonetically a front vowel it is posíted a6 an under]ying
back vowel' rn spite of the absence of alternation between [u] anu a back
vowel in present-day swedish (at least r cor.rld not find any) ttrere is some
other justification' rn two rures [r*] ortraves in the way of other back vowels
and different from the front vowels.

l) /r/ and /g/ are fronted and softened to fricatives before front vowels,
e'g' giyg - gg and gav - gåva, kök and koka, kyra and kall. îhis rule does
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not apply when the velar stops are in the context of before /u/ t gylTene

and guld,

z) Rrter high tense vowets a gride is inserted: a paratal / j/ after /1, ll ,

and a labial /þ/ after lã,;,/. We assume that Glide fnsertion is a single

process and tvill express it by one rule¡

GLIDE INSEHTIürIr

-consonantal

ø-->
-vocalic
-back
+anterior
-high(

\

+vocalic
+tense
+hiqh

(+u"ðr.)

The rule is not entj-rely sati-#story, It does not describe the process in

the most plausible way : as an agreement in place of articulation between the

glide and the preceding vower , / i/ and /i, l/ are patatar, and /p/ ana /v, u/

are labiaf [linUUfom 1969). The fact that this generalízation is inexpress-

able in a simple way within the SPE feature system points to the need for

revision of it, probably in the direction of Lindblom's features.

Later rules (not formulated here) lower the vou¡el-quality of the mid vowels

and front the f+back, +low] vowels, when they are arso [-tense].

TENSE AND LAX Vü1IELS ÏN SWEDISH

Ïf stress is not taken into consideration, the only factor that tenseness

and laxness eould be predieted from is the syllable structure of the morpheme.

Generally a vowel before two or more consonants is Iax, but a vowel before

a single or no consonant can be either tense or 1ax, e.g. batãn, fÞEg, ironj--,

kafõ, ansikter lampa.S Therefore tenseness cannot be assigned by rule. As

there are certaín constraints on permissibte sequences of tense/Iax vowels

and consonants within a Swedish morpheme, the set of morpheme structure con-

ditions for Swedish includes specification on the redundancies that involve

the featur* [t"n=r].6
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Consider the following groups of words (Uf . atso pp 2-3):

1) ironi, ridã, rev!, etuÏ, kafE¡ kä1ke, arbete, jumbo, baby, Iampa, bãna

2) uanãnr pontõn, plakãt, granãt, kinËs, kontõr, fasãn, parãd...
lakan, motor, päron, afton, kosmos, tobak, fordon...

3) cigarr, cigarett, parasoll, kuliss, adress, kastrull, terass, galopp...

4) trem, fem, stim, b1om, dom (rverdict'), dom ('theyt), dröm, skum...

BUT: dãm - damm, tãm - stam,..

S) ha¡, svaja, skraj, koj, koja, speja, plöja, timotej...

6) ansikte, Iampa, bjälke, pjäxa; produkt, familj, recept,
talang, bjudning, adjunkt...

?) bãrn, gãrn, ãrt, kãrta; ãln... BUT: sa1t, malt...
arm, alm, harpa, skalp, ark, skalk¡ örn, kärna, mård...

bassång, salong,

{._vgwg1_bgfgrg g !ogng[agv_[5;v3)

In this position both tense and lax vowels occur. (see e"amples under 'l

above). Morpheme structure conditions Ii) and (il) fimi-t the feature
-L[]t"n"" to voweb].

t i) [-"on=onrntal I
I +vocalic I
L.J

- .{,
þ(tenseJ

ffa segment is a vowel, then it can be either tense or lax. Actually this

involves misuse of alpha-variables as no correspondence (or lack thereof)

is involved. It may be preferrable to delete IiJ altogether and state only

[:-i) impfying that the feature jglgg is used in Swedish and that all [-con-

sonantal] segments can be either tense or lax.

( ii) f+consonantal]
li

t-t""Y"l
ïf a segment is consonantal, then it is also non-tense.
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B. Vowel þefo¡e-a-slnglg go¡sgngn! !---!c:l

In this position both tense and lax vowels occur' see 2) above. rf the last

vowel is tense it will be stressed by a phonological rule. compare lãkan,

mõtor... with the words of 3), where the last vowel is lax and stressed' At

this point the status of long consonants in swedish will have to be conside-

red.

Ithasbeenelaimedthatswedishhastwotypesofstressedsyllables:a

longvowelplusasingleornOconsonant'orashortvowelfollowedbytwo

or more consonants. rn 3) the stressed vowel is lax. rn 6) the stressed

vowef is also lax and followed by a cluster of different consonarlt' one con-

ceivable way of accounting for the laxness of the stressed vowels in 3) is

to represent the following consonant as a cluster where CfCZr e'9' fsigarrf'

/parasoll-/... itl* could speculate that a native speaker certainly behaves in

the same way with the last syllables of 3) as he does with the last syllables

of the 8199,!5.!, f.amil.j". group of 6), i'e' as if the last consonant were a

cluster, a double consonant, even if he is not aware of any tjifference be-

tweenthelrl-soundinc'igarrandthefrf-soundin@.Elert|Smeasurements

show that the so-called short consonants after a stressed vowel are ?5-80 y'o

of the duration of the long consonants after a stressed vowel [Etert 19641

p.208).0ntheotherhand,theperceptualrealì-tyoflongconsonantsis
7

questíonable.

Isthereanyotherjustificatj-onforthisspeculation?Doubleconsonants

cannot be eliminated altogether from swedish phonology' Gonsider the alter-

narion or t!i!-J¿!!, gg!-gii!!, s1u,g-glg!!, I9g-S!!" ' where a surrix -t is

addedtoadjectiveswhentheadjectivemodifieset-gendernoun:enq}ad

tt qlatt grin, en röd stusa-g$-CË$-!g!g, en vit- snögubÞe-gb'L-ylf!
man-e

sken.,.Theunderlyingformoftheadjectiveisassumedtobethesameas

the adjective before an indefinite n-gender noun: lglãd/, l"6tl, lvltl ' l'6¿l'
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The suffix -t is added to this underrying form to derive glad.lt, söt+t,

vit+t röd+t . A phonological ruLe devoices a voiced consonant befcre this

-t to derive glgþ!, röt+t. There is Índependent evidence for the devoicing

rule, the formulation of whj.ch will be discussed later (p.fA).

Generally, where a double consonant arises in the derivational process a

vowel laxing rule follows. The vowel thut behaves in the same way as before

any other consonant cluster, After vowel- laxing the crucial problem is hcw-

ever the succeeding rule: should the phonetic form be deriveci from a gemi-

nation rule, in which case the claim is that the consonant is long, or

should it be derived from a deletion rule ( of the second consonant) , in

whieh case the claim is that the consonant is short. Both rules are formally

possible, but they make opposite claims about the "psychological reality" of

long consonants, The lax vowel is not by itself an argument for a gemination

rule. Before a consonant cluster a vowel is generally lax, but lax vowels

also occur before single consonants. Unti} experinlental

evidence come forth on the "psychological reality" of geminated consonants

in Swedish we will prefer the deletion rule and regard the final syllables

of the examples above as a lax vowel followed by a short consonant. Nor do

we consider that there is any evidence that would justify positing doubte

consonants in the underlying forms of 3) on p. 3. Note that as the stress-

rule is formulated (p. 24) it will not assign correct stress on the words of

3) unless the final consonant is represented as double. With a final lax

vowel followed by a single consonant these wr:rds will constitute a class of

exeeptions, where stress is not assigned by rule but lexically marked. But

the fact that an abstract underlying representation would make a rule work

better is not considered to be an argument for that abstraction in ltself.

Returning to the tenseness and laxness of vowels before single consonants

we find that + and - must be lexically marked here. A lexical representation
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of the words in 2) above (with the structure /CVCVC/) can have the first

vowel tense and ttre second lax, as in ]E@, or the first vowel lax and the

second tense, as Ín banãn. Furthermore, consider the words in a) and 5)

where a lax vowel is followed by a single consonant and that vowel wi}l be-

come stressed. This means that modern Swedish has at least 'bhree types of

VC-clusters in stressed syllables: VC, VC, and VCC.

Perhaps a case could be made for the words in a) to be represented as

/CVmm/ if one regards both the base form of for example /nenrn/ and a derived

form, fnemm+af, as having geminated nasals, but as there is no independent

reason for the geminated nasals this would indeed be a case of making the

underlying forms better fit the structural description of the rules. Nor

is there any concevable reason fæ positing a double / ¡¡/ for the words of

5), as /n"¡i/ , /plújj+af etc. in order to aceount for the lax vowel that

always preeedes / j/ . me underlying representations of a) ancf 5) will in

this paper be posited with a single finat consonantz /nen/, fstLmf, fbLumf,.,

and /naj/ , luoj/ , /ptúJal ,

Morpheme structure condition /iii/ states that vowels are lax before /j/.

[iii) [+vocalicJ j
_ .ti.
l-tenseJ

_C* logef ! e! og e_ a_ cgng o¡a¡ t_cf ug tg r_ ( :-:vg ( g ).+J

Consider the words in 6), Note that words that phonetically contain a stressed

vowel pfus [9] ere grouped together with words that contai-n a lax stressed

vowel followed by a consonant cLuster. The phonetic segment [9] is here de-

rived from a systematic phonemic /Ng/.t Thu general constraint on morphemes

is that within a Swedish morpheme vowels are lax before consonant clusters.

( i") f+vocatic] c(c) I_ v_
l-tenseJ
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If a vowel is followed by two or more eonsonants, then that vowel is lax.

The fact that a vowel before [3J iu always lax is then accounted for by the

morpheme structure condition [ir).
What other evidence is there for an abstract representatj-on of [g]Z It is

possible to find minímat pairs like [rim], [rin], [ri!J, but even when we

assume tnat þ] is not a phoneme in Swedish, the representations on the

systematic phonemic level of these three words will stitl be distinct from

eaeh other¡ lrím/ , /rin/, /riNg/.
The place of articulation of a nasal before a consonant is conditioned by

the place of artículation of the consonant, both within and across morphemes,

e.g

införliva [rr1r-.er,Iiva] en bil þm'nlfJ
kamf er [, kagr¿r] en fin bit Þ grlm' UîI]

vänja ['ug.i"J en jojo [O¡'"i,riuj

endast ['g ndast] en dam k nUôm]

änka ['égka] en kan¡ la5rca*]

The distribution of [!J paralIels the distribution of any other consonant

cluster of nasal plus consonant. \lUe flnd ring, romb, IÊ$g, and -clrnÞ and

rintr for example, are possible but non-occurring morphemes in Swedish,

while none of the following is poasible:

*ngir xmbir tntir

Furthermore, fnf and /n/ occur after lÍquids: am, gþ, lXIi ql!, t,järn.

Sequences of the form -l$armb, *almp, r+arnd, ltalnd within a morpheme arg ruled

out as are r+a13r *u"!. The segments /m/ and /n/ occur in ar1 positions of

the morpheme. The sound [5J n*uu" occurs initially.

A velar stop is sometimes realized phonetically, at least before voiceless

stops: ad,iunkt Ia'djugkt], mångt Irne5r<t], unst IugktJ, intressqn.! [:.ntre,salt<t].

witn [gJ being derived trom /wg/ a devoicing rure is necessary:
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s-)k /-t
Those /s/'. after " /N/ that do not undergo the above rule are deleted:

s->ø / [+nasa1] --
Those two rules must be ordered as above, and the feature f-next ru]e] added

to the nasals of the morpheme that undergoes the devoicing rule to block de-

letion

The devoiclng of /g/ defare a /t/ occurs in other environments also, for

example in the alternation between gëga--ggg!, y{ge-vikt, fgggq-lgÉ.t ïn fact,

this rule is a subpart of a general rule that devoices all voiced plosives

before -t: slabb-EnabÞtr glgg-glgË (slad+t), superþ-Egpg5þ!,etc., where the

-t is a neuter suffix. The devoicing also occurs when the -t is any other

kind of suffix: gpËge-:gegg (späd+t), leda-Iett (reu+t), Sigg-f¿g,!, where the

-t is a suffix forming the perfect participle.

DEVOÏCÏNB RULE:

t

The rule can be generali-zed even further to include devoicing not only of

plosi.ves but also of fricatives: h""g-!g|! [frav+t), ktyva-klyftq, !.g}y-

hälft (halv+t¡hälv+t by a vowel fronting rule), Ekriva-skríft (skriv+t).

Furthermore, the devoicing occurs not only befare /t! t-.rlt a-l-sn hefnre a.ny

voiceless eonsonant: g¡y-gyg, @-!gyg, -ggg-gg, trivas-trivqe-L.

DËVOICÏNG RULE:

,[-- ]
[+voice] + [-voic "] / l-continuant I

rnasai J

[+voÍce]J [-voice]tt-vocalic
-nasal

[-voiee]

Notice that the environment for the class of plosi-ves f-continuant, -nasa]]

takes as many features to specify in the rule as the class of al! obstruents.

With Haller s evaluatj-on metric the first formulatj-on of the Devoicing Fìule

would be given equal value to the latter formulation in spite of the fact

that the latter rule is more general. This is just one other j¡stance whioh
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makes jtclearthat at least some feature5 are hierarchically ordered, and in

the evaluation of ru1es, the "toP" feature fconson"ntal] and [voca]ic] shou]d

"cost" less than other lower leve1 features'

Consider the words of ?), where the stem morphemes contain a vowel fo1-

Iowed by a tiquLd lrl or lll, whi-eh is followed by a cgnsonant. The vowel is

sometimes tense as in !É!, ggg¡ êln, fu!, f-art sometimes lax as in $f[r

glg, @¡g,9I5, gg, ii5lgg, ëI!' mård' Morpheme structure condítion (iv)

on p. l0will have to be modified to account for this. First we want to

state that in clusters of Vl-C, if the vowel V Ls la/, then it is also tense¡

íf the vowel is any other vowel than laf, then it is 1ax. This distin-

guishes the tense vowels in @, ãrtig, ãrn, fo1g from the lax vowels in

örn, ![5!¡3, @I9. However this is not restricted enough as even /a/ is tax

ín flr arbete, lggpg, gIE, gþ, !3]5, all of which end in a non-dental con-

sonant. rnstead of morpheme structure condition (1v) on page 10 we now have

(iv) anu [v) oelow.

ri',) [Tffi.""1 [*:::ln"'.I [:::::sf
I +back I -

1..#=.1

ïf a low back vowel is followed by a liquid and a dental consonant, then it

is tense.

Ulf Teleman points out (pers. com.) that this is still not restrieted e-

nough as there are pairs like Lãrs:!g=, f-art:kvart. A still more restricted

formulation of the condition is [lu)'

( iu) l-+vocaliãl l-*"on=on.ntail [anteriorl

l*::- I b"o""' -1 l;::::l* JL.ü
[+tensej

which applies only to clusters of LC where C is a nasal

[+vocalic] f+consonantal] [+consonantal]

"it
[-tenseJ

[")
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ff a vowel is fol-l-owed by any consonant (including liquicJs) which itself

ís followed by at least one other conscrnant, the vowel is lax.

Note that the MS condi-tions apply only within a morpheme. tlusters which

arise from derivational processes and contain a boundary are not subject to

MS eonditions, e.g. trev-lig, trev-nad...

LAXING RULE

Other suffixes sometimes cause laxing of the stem vcl.rel , for example the

ones for forming the imperfect tense of verbs (-te., -de), the past parti-

ciple (-t, -ttJ, the supine [-u, -uu) and the neuter (-t). Below are examp]es

of alternation between tense and lax vowels, where the taxing occurs after

the addition of a suffix of the form dental plosive [p]us a vou,re1J.

aJ verbs: ladd att dd
a-kö

bJ adjectives: otaa-gþ$, smã-smått, ry-lyg!, 1fu-fSi$, "ït-:ljj.
Laxing does not oecur in all instances where the above suffixes are added,

for example not in the following verbs: Ir""-¿"rd.-!ev!-1.".i, L&"-]ãg!g-!ãg!,
tãra-tãIte-Ifl$, vä1,j"-y@-@-"ãtg; nor in the fotl-owing adjectives:

=ri!-IfÉ, snÉåy-Ê!-"!, seg-g.gg,!, ËI-bêI!, snål-snåI!, rak-rãkt. . .

Ïhe regulariLy rs t¡at whe¡r tire suf,rixes ai:iv¿ ... e aocieLi Eu et b¿.se 1'orn¡

containi-ng a tense vowel-, that tense vowel is faxed when 1) it is the final

segment of the base form or 2) the base form ends in a consonant which agrees

in place and manner of articuLation with the initial consonant of the added

suffix, i.e. the base ends in a -t or -d. l¡le will consider these suffixes to

be connected to the stem by a morpheme boundary l+1.

The laxing rule for case 1 is [+tenseJ ---; [-tense]/---

y[[uiJu+u"]

tv) l

#sy #+ de

lry +de
#ry +de

Erase brackets

Convention

Laxing RuIe above

Derívation:
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When brackets are erased, a unj-versal convention inserts a S -boundary

,,before and after each string belonging to a lexical category, that ist

each string dominated by N, A, or V in the surface structure'rt [SpE p' B5)'

As this convention is suppclsed to be uni-versalr we accept it as it stands'

This, of course, means that when any affix is added to the lexical item with

a morpheme boundarV /+/, the wordboundary /# f and the morpheme boundaty l+l

eollide. It has been suggestedl0 that another convention be added to handle

this: when /{l and l+l collide, the l+l taV'es precedence over the l$ which

is deleted. Ïn fact, this has to be assumed for the rules for English in SPE

as well. We will adopt the same convention here'

The laxing rule for 2 is

[+tense] -J [-tense] I --

[+ten6e] --]' [-t*nse] / -- (

+consonantal
+anterior
-coronal
-continuant
-nasal

+consonantal
+anterior
-coronal
-continuant
-nasal

naI

+

)+

iv) l

Derivation: o[[srãulo +i]

# gl;ãd # +t Erase brackets

# gtâa +t Delete $ bY eonvention

# ü,ãt +t Devoieing Rule

S ghat, +t Laxing Rule 2)

# # slatt #

The two cases 1) and 2) of the laxing rule can be collapsed into one rule:

LAXING HULE:

al
anterior

+eonsonantal
+anterior
*coronal
-continuant
-nasal

[v) I
tinuant

The maximal expansion handles casç 2) and the other expansion handles case

1). All the examples on p.16are accounted for except that the rule does not

1ax the vowel in EËglg and ![g!, because lpl an¿ ltl ao not agree as regards

place of articulation. The vowel is in fact still tense j-n middle swedísh

di-alects. In my own dialect (scanian: LundJ thæ vowel is 1ax and in order

to generate that, the lexÍcal Lten lçfip/ is marked [+Laxing Rule]'
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STRESS

Stress is not predictable from the syllabic structure alone. A disyllabic

formative of the form /CVCVC/ can have stress on the first or the last

syllab1e:

t lãkan ba'nãn

'pãron ka'nõn

'sãnap pon'tõn

rpajas fa'tã1

However, if the tenseness of the vowels is also taken inta consideration

it is possible to predict stress by rule for the majority of Swedish words.

There will stitl L-¡e a r.esidue for which stress is lexically marked, but this

is hardly surprising when one considers that Swedish has borrowed and assimi-

lated words with stress-patterns from both Germanic and Romance languages.

The data we will attempt to account for are the examples on pp. 2 and 3.

g.-Slrgsg gn-mgngsy{alig gogdg ang! gn-tle-flng1-syrlalrg gf-pglysy[eÞig

words

Every lexical item has one, and only one, primary stress. Intuitively, stress

is a property of the syllable unit, but as a formal way of deftiring the

domain of a syllable is lacking, stress will be assigned on the syllable nu-

cleus, the vowel.

If a 1exical item contains only one vowel it is assigned [ 1 stress]. Con-

sider the examples of 1b) on p.3. Their base form is assumed to be mono-

syllabic, for example /t6ú/ , /snlgt/ , /tvlvtl , ltiãar/, /skvalrl, lrrfrunl ,..

For the majority of words in this group, suffixes are added to the base form.

The plural-formins /-u*/ is added to nouns: Iêglgl, ![ig!gl, f,j4dlql' frök-

!gI, p,g.ÊLgl, EþnÊu.'."r.... A few of the nouns takean/ plural suffix: SfSg!9I,
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pilsfer, glÊg, ruter. Verbforming suffixes -a (infinitive), -ar Ipresent

tense)r -ade (past tenseJ, -at (perf. part.), and -ad (supine) are added to

the base form to derive the verbs from the nouns: EIIåg]g, lyiy$, gglglg.!,

gaffla, bullrade. f.jädrat. hamstra. skvallra. seqra. beordrad... The fact

that the base forms show up in alternation provides enough justification

for them.

When no suffix is added in a derivation an epenthetic vowel- is inserted

by a late rule before the !, I, and n. This vowel-insertion rulq.is ordered

after stress and tonal accent have been assigned. At the stage of accent

assignment they are monosyllabi-c and will receive the acute accent.

Monosyllabic words can be regarded as si-milar to polysyllabic words with

the last syllable stressed. A rule that assigns prÍmary stress on the last

syllable will of course also assign stress on all monosyllabic words. Con-

sider the examples under 3), p. 3, all of which has primary stress on the

last vowel. Two regularities appear: a) when the final vowel is tense, the

vowel is stressed (3a and the first part of 3b), and b) when a final lax

vowel is followed by two or milre consonants, the vowel is stressed (second

part of SO). In SPE the eoncept of strong and weak clusters is intr.oduced

[Sef o. 29). For Swedish the rule is that a final strong cluster is assigned

prímary stress.

Positing double consonants in the underlying forms of gg[ggg, bg]Ågg,

Sgg$gfl, etc. would amount to a diacritic use of phonological features

Icf, Kiparsky). The underlying representation is adjusted so that it fits

the structural description of a rule environment. This "solutíon" is rejec-

ted, and this group of words will not be assigned stress according to the

general rule' A lax vowel followed by a single consonant forms a weak cluster,

so then the generalj-zation that a final weak cluster is unstressed in Swedish
etc.

will have precisely the group adressvas exceptions. ff the underlying repre-
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sentation contains a finar weak cluster that phonetically is stressed two

alternative ways are open. One is that stress is unpredictable 1¡ swedish

and has to be lexically marked for each lexica] item. This wou-l-d be missing
the generalization that final strong clusters always are stressed, and that
final weak clusters are unstressed in most cases. Another solution would be

to claim that stress is predictable and treat this group of words as excep-

tion.

There is a number of ways to handle exceptions. The least arbitrary way

is perhaps to formulate the phonological rure so that it applies everywhere

"except in the context..." fn the case under discussion this is not p'ssible.
r cannot see any possible formulation of context that would not assign stress
on the final weak cluster in ÞIqllop, b.iskop, tobak, konjak, d,ieivuir !!gp...¡
but would assign stress on the final weak cruster in galopp, faç¡ott. barack-

bivac{r kastrgl!, attrapp. . .

Another conceivabre, but more arbitrary way would be to mark the problema-

tic words lexically with a morphorogical feature, e.g. [+foreign] anu to in_
crude f+Foreign] as part of the context where stress is assigned. This is
rejected because it wourd involve a phonological use of día.critic features
(cf. Kiparsky) in al]owing phonol-ogical rules to operate on dj-acritic fea-
tures in the same way as on phonoloç¡ical features. Moreover, it woufd amount

to an unfounded claim that these words sound ,,foreign,, to a native speaker.
Aclress, kastrur]r program, ggþgp,, clgarett... are among the mcre ,,famíli_ar,,

swedish words- There i-s no reason for claiming that elg!¿lgr¿g3gl!, ettrapp,
fggott...r even if they do sound foreign, are any gglE forei_gn than konfis,
centrifüg, produk!, aÞsurd, all of which would be assigned stress by rule on

the final strong cluster. Furthermore, the feature f+Foreign] impties that
a native speaker has internalized a knowledge of the etymology af l_exicaL

items, a notion that we find unacceptable.
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Thirdly, we could exempt those words that are stressed on a final weak

cluster from the general stress rule by marking them with a rule feature

[-stress rule] and assign stress lexically.

If the underlying representation contained a double consonant after the

lax vowelr e.9. /adressf, fsilgarrf, fkastrt*ll/... thus forming a final strong

cluster, stress would be assigned by the general rule correctly and these

words would not constitute a class of exceptions, As there have riot appeared

any i-ndependent reasons for the double consonant representation here, it is

considered unjustified and abandoned with some regret Icf. p. 10).

To account for the stress in these words we prefer the third solution above,

and we will mart< stress lexieally together with a feature [-stress rule].

This ís not a satisfactory solution but it is the least arbitrary of the

ones which are available at this stage.

!._s$ess gn_1syllaþlg lhgt_ig !o! liltl

A final weak cluster ls generally unstressed. The maJorlty of Swedish simple

Ii.e. not derived by affixing or compounding) words are disyllabic, so when

the stress falls on the penultimate syllable, this is the same as the first

syllable of the word. For examplesrsee Ia-le on pp.2 and 3, As a first approxima-

tion the stress rule assigns [1 stress] on a final strong cluster, and if

the final cluster is weak, it assigns the [1 =t""=s] on the penultimate

sylIable.

STRESS RULE:

V -l [t stress]

t-- I

l-* t"n=l 1

o
c2

F;""" ]';
tr;

c

--c c
B

Cases a and b can be regarded as an "elsewhereH case, and the rule sÍmp1i-

fÍed into
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c

c

o

o

lat"n=rl ci
[-v -l 

o l a

b
v -l [t stre"s]

When the string under consideratíon contains more than one vowel, and the

final vowel Ís followed by no more than one consonant, assign [ 1 "tre"s] on

the penultimate vowel. Case b assigns [1 stress] elsewhere.

The same ru1e, case b, then assigns stress on both monosyllabic words and

words wÍth final strong clusters, As will be seen later these two word-types

work together as regards the tonal accent as well, Ín that they both take

accent ï.

Cases a and b are disjunctively ordered wíth respect to each other and can

be further abbreviated by use of parentheses:

STRESS RULE:

-.ü"'".].;ll,-v -+ [t =t""""] I --." ([
where L stands for any symbol of a lexical category [tit, ô, V, Adv...)

Words containlng more tþaq twq lYpgbleg

L

a

(i) AÞgsslnlen
Amerika
Portugal
Brasilien
Afrika
Eurõpa
Andalusien
Indien
Mesopotãmien
Argentina

:

ebborre
ekorre
arbete
ãrioi
alkohol
amf 10aB
alumlnium
arnmõnÍak
ansJov].s
embryo
gymnasium

algebra
ãtänae
Ebenholts

( iiJ ( iii)

It is rather surprising how few simple words there are in Swedish that are

of more than two syllab1es. One large group is made up of names of countries

and continents, The primary stress in (i) anO (ii) are subject to the same

condition. The fínal cluster is weak, and the penultimate cluster is either

weak or strong. The stress falls on a penultimate strong cluster' When the
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penultimate is weak, the stress fal1s on the syllable before, the antepenulti-

mate. In other words, it looks as if it is the Romance stress Fìule which is

the productive stress rule in Ewedish. Halle and Keyser ( 1SOO) find that the

Romance stress Rule is predominant in Engtish, too, and that it hast in

fact, subsumed the Germanic Stress Rule as a subpart'

ïf the same rule applies to (iii) the output islrg]-1gg¡Ig, (o)gllë!99'

{benholts. For some swedish speakers 9l}É@ is the correct phonetic form'

I have not yet been able to formulate a stress rule for simple words that

asslgns stress corrgctly to both [i) anO [ii) on the one hand, anO [i:-i)

on the other as the penultimate cluster of (iii) is strong and.unstressed'

Therefore, the small group of words that falls under [iii) is lexically

marked for stress. We would rather regard them as exceptions than adjust

the underlyíng forms to fit the structural description of the stress rule'

We also reject a "solution" that would redefine "weak" cluSter so that it

includes sequenoes of lax vowel followed by a consonant which in turn is

followed by a liqtrid (algebra), and sequences where the lax vowe1 is fol-

lowed by lnh/ (ebenholts). ln order to cover most polysyllabic words the con-

text of the stress rule is extended to include the followíng:

F-ru"{

L-i""]

F "."]

1

T:ï'="-l 'l J '
[ï,""1 'J I '
l:ï""1 'J J ,-

F'"{', l.
F"="] ': J'

Portugal, AmËrika, ãtiui, abborre..'

bjäIke, furste, gIömska, konjd<"'

Argentina, ansjõvis, Iãkan,
päron.. .

familj, Produkt, abort, ennanst
elefant, muhammedanism.. .

Íroni,-kafË, solÎu, kusîn, 
-.korridor, muhammedanr meKan:.K.. '

tr) --- c6

(ii)

:
( riiJ

I i")

(")

oC

C¿

1
c

o

These five contexts can be abbreviated to three:

(iJ = (i) auove
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(ii) -- oo F""="] l1

o
C fcovers (ii) ano [iii) above)

L

(:-ii) -- tol . (covers (iv) ana [v) above)

If the stress rule is formulated with a double environment, case (ai) of

the stress rule = [i) above' cases (aii) and (bi) = [ii) auove and case

IoiiJ = (iii)
STHESS RULE:

v -> [t stress] Fï"=1 'J

o l

Co

C

Ii)
I ii)o

{Lr"t"']
The fully abbreviated formulation Ís

v -+ [ 1 srr=ss] / -- co ( Ftï""

1 (")

Iu)

c

I r'Jo )t r f*"i""] 'J l,
The different cases of the stress rule apply in the order [.i), [aii)-(U1) '

IUiiJ, They are disjunctively ordered. Examples of stress assignment to base

forms:

Iu¡åL"]*

Ipå¡"=]*

ImetcanÏt]*

IprouJr.t]*

ai fargentîna]* bi
1

ai [ansjõvis]* aii
1

bii [rrþt<n]* bii

ai, and if the underlying form has a final tense vowel

la
1

t<ãt<t aa1

aii

bii

bii

N
by aii

aii

bii

bii

Iulstop]*

Iironî]*

Itcusln]*

Ipårtugar]*

[åuo""]*

Irõsr]*

[årtonor],u

Iar*àrrãri*
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! ._DgrlvgtÅogql gfli¡eg

Stress on words that are derived by means of affixation wilt be dealt with

only sketchity. Some affixes affect the stress placement and the tonal accent

in the rord, other do not. The latter are called neutral affíxes, and they

€¡¡B represented in the transcriptíon as being affíxed to a form with a word-

boundary /ll/. Non-neutral affixes are surrounded by morpheme boundaries f+l .

A wsrd-boundery , /#/, is introduced by a convention that places a S before '

and after each string which is dominated by a l-exical category N, A, Vt Adv

in the surface structure. There is a convention for rule application to

strings containing boundary symbols: "that #, as opposed to +, must be men-

tioned in a rule if that rule is to apply to a string containLng fi," ISPE

p. BS). This implies that rules cannot apply across word-boundarles {, so an

affix that is combinerl to the base form bV ll will- be excluded from consíder-

ation in the application of a rule to that string.

Fìules apply across morpheme bounderies, so a string which contsins an

affix that is surrounded by morpheme boundaris, *t5, will include the affix

as part of the context rules. If a rule specificalty mentions + in the con-

text, it applies ggly to strings which contain a +. If a rule does not

mention +, it appties to strings both with and without +ts. (Cf. for exam-

ple SPE p, 84.) On p.16 we adopted another convention for rule application

to strings containing boundary symbols in collision.

!ufflxEs-

(i) Nounforming neutral sufffxes include -(t)n, -re, -(n)ing, -het,

-else, -(a)nde, and IeJnde.

Examples: tãvlalh, nâ1:a$rc, mãlfning, tâv¡afiing, krist€n#het'

kristen#don¡ f ör+älskafelse, fôr+tro/fende, cyklafande

-domr
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(ii) Adjective- and adverb-forming neutral suffixes include -d, -aktig,
-bar, -[f)is, -[i)sr<; -ligen, -vis, _värd.

Examples: mãlaf o, f ön+f öraf d, för+derfaktig, kontrolrËr aS6ur, sãtcltig,
f ör+stånd# ig, f ör+f ö ra{ j's* i säker$l igen, anståndi gt¡fi vis .

(iiiJ Non-neutral nounforming suffixes include the nounforming -erf, -(i)st,
-(i)sm, -inna.

Examples: mãl+erî, sõl+ist, mejeri+st, sociãr+ist, socÍãr+ism, mãrar+

inna; the verbformJ-ng -erã! stud/s¡q; and the adjective-forming -abel:
presenþfiabel.

ìÂlhen two unstressed non-high vowels are adjacent, one of them, usually
the first one, is deleted (Teleman 1g6g, p. 1g6). The rule derives for exam_

ple çyklande from the intermediate cykla#ande.

We assume that the lexical stress rule applies at the level of the word.

When a word is derived from another word with the addition of a suffix, as

in måIare, -Ëvling, lörälsl:else Inouns derived from verbs), kristendom ( noun

derived from adjective), lörförisk, inbllsk (adjectives derived from verbs),
and saklig, förståndig (adjectives derived from nouns) 11 ut"*." could be

assigned by allowing cyclÍca1 application of the stress rule ffor the prin-
ciple of the transformational cycre i-n phonorogy, see spE p. z0). For BXêìfi-

Þle,

[ fmãra

1

L'"lt
Stress Flu1e aii

# # Erase brackets and introduce #,s by convention, as v isa lexical category

1 The suffix is preceded by { , and it is not takel intoconsideration in the second cycre. case aii reassigns
1 stress on the noun.

ImõrareJ

The princiPre works, but it invorves putting into action the r¡drole powerL

ful machinery of cyclícar rule application, Alternatively, a solution couLd
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be considered where we retaín the cyclical erasing of brackets but not

cyclieal rules, and alter the domain of the application of the stress rule

from strings within the innermost lexical categoryl2 t, strings within the

outarmosblexical category brackets. The derivation of måIare is then as

fo1lowe.

[[mõra]u rcJru

As the lexical category V is not the outermost one but is
# # in turn dominated by another lexical category, the stress

rule does not apply now. Erase brackets.

The Stress Bule aii applies as the N here is the outermost
lexical category.

1

/PlnÉta$r$ Erase brackets.

No empirical foundation for the stress cycles has yet been established

fOfrata ß7A). From a formal point,of view the cycle involves such a power-

ful machlnery of rules that it will have to be heavily constrained in any

case. l¡Vithout any convinci-ng justification for cyclical rules in phonology,

non-eyclical rules will be preferred whenever it is possible to formulate

a rule both as cyclical and as non-cyclical. :

Examples of derivations with non-neutral suffixes:

[[mõra]u +erïl*

## Erase brackets. Insert # 'r.

Delete #when it is followed by a +-boundary.

1 Stress Bule bii. The +-boundary makes the suffix part of
the string under consideration.

Delete the first of the two unstressed non-high vowels
[p. ¿e)

Erase brackets.

ø

ø

1

$lmãterl S

[ [sosrãr]o+ismJ*

## Erase brackets. Insert ll'r.
Delete / when it is followed by a +-boundary.ø
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1 Stress Rule bii.

ã Laxing Bule 2 {see below).
4

##soej]âI+Ìsn# Erase brackets.

Another laxing rule applies to a tense vowel when it is followed by one

consonant that is followed by a stressed, non-neutral suffix.

LAXTNG RULE 2:

[+tense] --) [-ten=e] / ---c + ... ['i"'"f ...]arrix

The rule is optional in a few wordsr e'9. gjuteri, eÍilgi that phoneticall:'
1111

are either [jã:tarl¡iJ, Isã:tarî:i] o" lietarÏ:i], Is¿t]rl:3]. Incidentallv,

this provides a further argument for regarding tenseness as lexically marked'

flrgfjxgs-[Examp1es on P. 3)

On class of prefixed words are stressed on the first vowel after the prefix

(see for example 2) on p. s). rne other class [see 1g) o]1 p. 3) has primary

stress on the Prefix itself

To account for the former case, another stress rule is formulated, Stress

Rule ( 1) whieh is ordered before the stress rule on p.24. The stress rule

on p.24wi1l be referred to as Stress Hule [2). We prefer tr: formulate a

separate sti'ess::rll-e tc integrating 3 spelia-]- cesl of e' eonte¡:t e'fte:'cei'tain

prefixes into the stress rule on p. 24, as there is no obvious non-arbi-

trary relationshipbetween the context which assigns stress afber certain

prefixes and the contexts of Gtress RuIe [2). The prefixes of 2J on p' 3

are connected to the base stem with a +-boundary, and Stress Rule I l) as-

signs a primary stress on the first vowel after prefix that is followed by

a+:

ËTRËSS RULE 1:

[]"::r":: ,J lrunv Fovco 
+ co 

-
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STRESS RULE 2: see p. 24.

A string can only be assigned primary stress once. If a string is assigned

primary stress by Stress RuIe [1), it ís a]so assigned [-next rule] to block

reassignment by Stress HuIe IZJ. Wtren a string under consideration does not

fit the structural description of Stress nule ( t), the next rule automatical-

ly applies.

Derivations: [¡e+[tãra] ]
VV

##
ø

1

# ae+tlta# #

[v-ãr+[s:-Nsna] ]
VV

##
ø

1

I
ø

+#

This is not the outenmost lexical category.
Erase brackets. Tnsert #'r.
Delete#/*--

Stress nufe I t)

Erase brackets. Insert #'=.

Erase brackets. Insert #'r.
Delete#l*--
Stress nufe I t)

Nasal assimilation

g-deletiof,r p. 14

Erase bre.rkets, Tnss t :4 '*,

g u}r+=!1na # #

The stress in words wÍth primary stress on the prefix (as in 1g on p. 3)

is stilL unaecounted for.

Most of the prefixes of 19) occur independently as prepositions anci adverhs.

gne exception is er-. Often there is alternation between the preposition

used as a prefix in a "fixed combination" ('fast sammansåttningr) and as a

separate category in a "Ioose combinatl-on" {t}tis sammanaättni,ngr)l tuthållig

-håIla'ut. romfamna-famna rom. ravdunsta-dunsta tnv, toqtole-tall'l ro¡1' There

are evidently restrictions on this alternation as there is no "!gg!g-þ'
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xlåta rtill *bilIa I in for examPle , but these are outside the scope of this

paper. The,,loose combination" of verb plus preposition has a more concrete

meaning than the corresponding "fixed combination" (Wellander p' 305):

Han avbröt samtalet - Han bröt av spadskaftet.

Det tillkommer h onom att meddela chefen. - När det kom till kritan...

@ [we]lander, F. 61?].

Note also that in the alternation between "fixed" and "loose combinations"

the stress stays on the preposition.

Here we assume that the,,fixed combinati.:n" is the basic, and the'toose"

one derived by a transformational permutation rule which does not change the

stress. We regard the words which are built up of a prepositiun or an adverb'

and a noun, adjective, or verb as compoundsr and the stress and the tonal

accent will be assigned by the same rules as for compound nouns' The surface

structure bracketingfor the examples in 19) is thus similar to the bracketing

of compound nouns: both consist of strings which are labelled with a lexi-

cal category and the internal bracketing of which is also label}ed with

lexical categories. Cf.

[ [uï]pnrr[stõJuJu [ [strã]* [rrat]*l*

The same conventions that apply to erasing of brackets labelled N, A, and V

apply to brackets labelled PREP or Adv'

phonetically all compounds (including 1g) have a primary stress and the

grave tonal accent in the first word and a secondary stress and the acute

tonal accent in the last word. Here the grave tonal accent, accent II, is

transcribed with a' over the stressed vowel, and the acute accent, accent

I, with a ' over the stressed vowel. Compare the stress and accent patterns

below:
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blstã
'Jnor.Ë*,n"

'12'
uilãga

OOMPOUND STRESS BULE:

v --) [1 stress] I # x

'12'
strãtratt
'1 2'

s¡üt<-tcas
'1 2'
uÏt<üpa

SA
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Stress Rule bii
Erase innermost brackets.

It is possible to account for the stress pattern i Swedish compounds with

rules similar to the rules for compounds in English in SPE. This involves

assignment of lexical stress, and a cyclical Gompound Stress RuIe, and a

convention that weakens all other stresses by one when a primary stress is

reassigned in the string under eonsideration. Let us see how thÍs would work

for Swedish. Stress BuIe [Z) assigns one primary stress to the string inside

the innermsst brackets.

¡ [rïJpsgr[.tõloJu [ [strã]*[rrat]*l*
1 1 1 1# ## #

To this stringaCompound Stress RuIe reassigns primary stress to the left-

most primary stressed vowel. All other stresses are weakened by one.

### #

I
t stressJ Y W#z) # I *ourr* Actv_-

where X does not contain any [t stre"s]; (##Z) = anY number of words.

The Compound Stress FìuIe is followed by another rule that deletes all

stresses except the first and the last ones.

STRES$ DELETION RULE:

[+stress] -] [-stress] I #x [1 stres"] [zstress]v#ftnv

The continuation of the derivation of bistå -nd g!IË!g!! is thus:
11 11

l# dí# # stffiu l{ srr-a{ # n"4 lN

1 Compound Stress Rule
Stress weakening conven-
tion

1
22

ulstã "t"ånãt
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Derivation of S!¡å!g[!gg!ggg

[ [strã]* [nat]* [mãrare]* l*

1 1 1 stress Hule (2) bii, bii¡ ai
Erase innermast brackets# # #

1 ComPound Stress Rule
2 2 Stress weakening convention
ø Stress deletion rule

# 4 2 {l Erase brackets
stråhatùnãkare

Although the rules work, there is too much machinery in operation. Firstlyt

we would like to eliminate the convention which weakens all stresses by one

as soon as a primary stress is reassigned, as this implies the existence of

an indefÍnite nunber of levels of stress which we rejected in the first

place. With only primary and secondary stresses to be assigned, we substi-

tute that convention with a Stress Weakening Flule which weakens the last pri-

mary stress to a secondary when it ís preceded by any other stress. Ït

applies before the Stress Deletion Rule. Note that it is needed only because

we assumed the existence of both primary and secondary stresses. This assunp-

tion may not be correct, and we will modify it ]ater on (p. 35).

STHESS WEAI(ENING RULE:

[1 struu"] + [2 stress] / 11 stressl F'l çcovc) ##

Second1y, we find that the cyclical Gompound Stress RuIe now in fact does

not change any stress at all since the convention for weakening stress after

the applícation of the compound stress rule was substítuted wÍth a rule. As

the compound stress rule does not accomplish anythíng, it is deleted and we

wj-1l return to asslgnment of stress in compounds on p,43 onw.

.,s

Up to now we have not taken into consideration the theory of markedness that

is outlined in chepter IX of SPE and in Postal I tgOe), It was proposed to

overcome certain inadequacies of the earlier framewor¡, tt:inly concerning

##
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the statements of lexical redundancy, and the evaluation metric. Earlier

phonological statements were evaluated on purely formal grouncls [Hat:-e

1962). The modified theory proposes an evaluation metric that is based on

formal, and more crucially, on empirical grounds, the "intrinsic eontent

of features" by which I presume is meant some physical correlate of each

phonological feature. One val-ue of a feature is posited as the ',expected"

or 'rnatural" state of the phonetic parameter. This is the unmarkeç! value,

[rr]. Arl other values of the same feature are ress expected and gg$gg,

[m]. A universal set of marking conventions interpret the u's and mr s

into + and -. The unmarked value of a feature may be both + and -, depending

on the context.

The notion of "cost", or complexity of a grammar, or parts of a grammar,

is introduced in the sense that the universal marking conventions assign

the unmarked feature values at no cost for the grammar, They are part of

general linguistic theory. The marked, unexpected values on the other hand,

are assigned at the cost of phonological rures in the grammar.

Chomsky and HalÌe propose a tentative set of marking conventi-ons for some

features. They argued elsewhere (".s. SPE pp 24-26) that the feature stress

cannot be correlated to any acclustic parameter and thus presurnably not to

any physiological pararneter either as articulatory events gsually show up

in some way in the acoustic signal. Perception of stress is attributed to

the listener's hypothesizing about the syntactic structure of the utterance

and his "internalized rul-es" for predicting stress contours, and this backs

up their justification For the transformational cycle in phonology. Thus ùhey

deny that stress has any intrinsic phonetic content. It is not surprising

that no marking convention is suggested in SPE for the feature stress, in

spite of the fact that a sizeable portt,on of the book is devoted to just

that feature. The point of the theory of markedness j-s to make the intrinsic
content of features the decisive factor in determining which value is the

unmarked one.
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However,Judging by the pre-SPE buLk of literature on the eubJect of stress

1t seems quite reasonable to assune some physical corelate, or combination

of correlates to the phenomenon. Here I will not go into a disoussion of

what tlre nature of them may be but I do assume they exist. Furtherrnoret

and this ls more tentative, I assume that the activity that results in a

percept of strqss is more complex than Ít is not active to produce this ef-

fect. In other words, taking the phonetic content ofl stress as a basis it is

hypothesized that the unmar{<ed value is [-stress], and the marked velue

[+stress].

Physical correlates are not the only criteria that can be used in positing

values as marked or unmarked. The cLaim ls ürat markedness should be based

on anpirical evidence, but it is left obscure just what evidencÉ is to be

eonsidered cnrcial, except for the intrinsie content. PostaL It968) points

out that (among others) relative frequency of a segment of a feature is an

argument for rnarkedness. If a feature ls contrastive in a language' the ur¡-

marked value is the more frequent. In languages wlth a stress contrast there

are more unstressed vowels than stressed vowels. Moreover, unmarked values

tend to be in the lexÍcon and marked values tend to be derived by rule.

Languagea have stress rules, not de-stress rules.

On the above grounds we adopt a marking convention for stress:

[u stress] --+ l-stress]

At the input to the phonological component all segments are then marked

[-stress]. This means that the stress rules €ne no longer rules that edd a

feature but rules that change a feature vaLue, and the stress rules on pp 24

and 29 will be modified accordingly.

The marked value, [+stress], is taken to denote any strong stress that

gives a syLLable thus marked a certain prominance in relation to the other

sylLab1es Íf the strJ.ng under consideration. As there are no well-grounded
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empirical facts that indicate a "psychological reality" of the notion of

multiple stress levels, i.e. that the degree of this prominence would be

consistently perceived by listeners, the stress feature should preferably

be assigned in a way that reflects this, as [+strnss], not tu [t stress]

úr 12 stress] or any other [n stress].

We assumed two degrees of stress in Swedish. The Stress Weakening Rule

[p. ¡Z) assigns tne [Z stress]. However, [2 stres=] co-occurs with accent I

and only when another strong stress and accent II vowel precedes' Ïf we

lnstead posit only one strong stress, the rather ad hoc Stress Weakening

Rule ean be done away with altogether, and there wil} be a better corres-

pondence to the evÍdence there is (not much, admittedly) on the perception

of stress. If it is true that the second strongly stressed element in a

compound is different from the first one, the explanation could be sought

in other factors, mainly the different tonal accents, but also in the over-

all intonation and rhythm of the utterance.

Taking into account the marking conventions for stress and only one strong

stress, the lexical stress rules and the stress deletion rule are reformu-

lated.

STREss RULE 1: (cf. P. 28)

[-stress] -* [-+=t"tu" -i I 
fi

Lï:ïï, tÅ I rrrnvnovþovco 
+ co

STHESS RULE 2: [.f. P. 29)

[-stress] --) [+stress]

l__ 1i -consonanbal I

f+vocalic l

l,J,lr'r""] '; I r^uoou

Condition: The string under consideration does not contain any internal $ $

STBESS DELETION RULEI

f+stress] -] [-stress] / f+stress] -- [+stress]
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TONAL ACCENT

As demonstrated above the tenseness of vowels and the syllabic structure

are related to stress, and not directly to the tonal accent. The opposition

between the tonal accents is, however, connected to the number of cyllables

in the word, and which of the two tonal accents a word has is dependent on

the stress-pattæn of the word. The examples on p. '4 show that polysyllabic

words with the primary stress on any other than the first vowel of the word

take accent I. Polysyllabic words with a stress-patterns resembling a number

of "upbeats" before the primary stress thus behave like monosyllabic words

with respect tc the tonal accent. Monosyllabic words are also assigned stress

by the same case IUii) of the Stress Hule [2) as finally stressed polysylla-

bic words.

This relationship between stress patterns and the tonal accent is best

characterized íf stress is assigned before the tonal accent. If the tonal

accent were assigned before stress, the environment of that rule would look

much like the envirc¡nment of the stress rules.13 Trli" would amount to an

incorrect claim about a dependency relationship between syllabic structure

type and the tonal accent, and the genuine dependeney between sy1lable

structures and stress would not be reveaLed by the rul-es. Furthermore, if
the tonal aeeeRt assignment were erdered befere stress assignment, the

generalization that the tonal accent is partially dependent on stress would

be Iost.

The order of relationships is thus

1J tenseness and laxness of vowels lexically marked or stated by morpheme

structure conditions

2) stress: assignment by rule

3) tonal accent: assignment by rule
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The examples in 5 on p. 4 have accent I in spite of the words being poly-

syllabic and having stress on the first vowel. They could be handled either

by lexical marking of the tonal accent, or by marking them wÍth a morpho-

logical feature [l.Foreign], ff the latter way is chosen the context for the

rule of accent I assignment specifically mentions this morphological fea-

ture. A feature [+foreign] would, however, amount to a counterintuitive

claim. In spite of the accent I in words }ike Eg.jE' kärlga' 99å19, Ê!999.!,

taxi, Eglgg, baby they are not "felt" to be foreign. There is nothing un-

Swedish about pojke, 5Ðgg, ångest, serie. Other words in this group behave

idiosyncratically in other respects than the tonal accent' e.S. jgI¿, !9,ÞL'

,jockey, gimmick, where a native speaker mostly hesitates about pl-ural-end-

ings. Here the accent I will be regarded as an idiosyncratic feature and

marked in the lexicon, thus clai-ming that the accent is an unpredictable

property and learnt with the word. They will also be marked [-tonal accent

rule] to block assignment of accent TI. We could speculate that if the

group lgãi, @!y etc. is also lexically marked for plural, together with

a [-p]urat rule]-feature, what we have is then a formal means of capturing

a degree of "foreign-ness" of the word: the more [-nute n] features a lexi-

cal item contains, the more foreign it is for the native speaker [cf. Kipar-

sky 1968). JgIi, lgþy etc. are considered as less Swedish than gqilce, känga

etc. which is also what the grammar would prediet.
first
Avapproximation of a tonal accent rule assigns accent I on the last stressed

vowel af a word if it is preceded by any number of vowels. The "any number"

includes "zerû" to subsume monosylLabic words under the same rule, and a

condition is added that when "any number" "zero", then no vowels can follow.

TONAL ACCENT RULE 1:

v -) [accent r] / ...v... [lãlress] ...v,.. #

... may contain #'t, Condition: if the first V=Or then the second V=0.
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Accent II is associated with the first and stressed vowel in a word, when

more vowels foIlow.

TONAL ACCENT RULE 2:

v -+ [accent rr] / [ co [iEfress] ...v...
... may contain #'t.
There are several objections to the above formulations. A formal objection

is that two features were used. One feature is enough for stating a binery

opposition. As we assume that phonetically the two accents are variations

along one parameter, they should be stated as different values of the same

feature. Furthermore, the two tonal accents apply to complementary sets of

environments, It suffices to assign one accent with a rule that mentions

its whole context, and assign the other accent 'relsewhere" on stressed vowels.

WhÍch accent is then the "elsewhere' case? Generally the more specific case

is mentioned explicitly and the general case assigned as elsewhere. ff the

earlier evaluation metric of counting features and symbols is ueed, the rule

for accent fI contains less symbols and would be selected as the more gene-

ral case.

over and above tþis the existence of an opposition between tonal accents

is conditioned by the existence of an opposition of stressed and unstressed,

$trees ought then to be a higher level feature than a feature for tonal

accent. In the earlier framework of generative phonology there was no provi-

sion for stating a hierarchy of features.

The theory of markedness ciaims to overcome difficulties of the above

types. The unmarked value of the feature for tonal accent is the more gene-

ralr the expected accent, the assignment of which does not add to the com-

plexity of the grarnmar of the particular language.

No feature in the SPE system has an intrinsio phonetic content that could

be associated with the accent I - aceent II distinction, so we add a new
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feature, ftonal accent]. The feature has two values, * and -, It seems that

there is no language that contrasts more than two values on the single para-

meter of tonel accent. Tt has been claimed that Lithuanian has three tonal

accents, but the so called grave accent in Lithuanian is opposed to the

circumflex by length only (Jernudd 1968).14 [-tonal accent] will be associated

with accent I and f+tonal accent] with accent ff.
Ït is generally considered as an obvious fact that accent II [+tonat accent],

is marked and accent I, f-tonal accentJ is unmarked. There is some empirical

basis for this assumption:

Physiologically the different tonal contours are mainly an effect of the

rates of vocal cord vibration. That fact does not in itself help choosing

one tonal contour over another as less marked. öhman (1,9an, however, has a

more interesting hypothesls: 'r...that all Scandinavian accents should be

understood as variously timed gtottal stops, only softer than the Danish

one." (p. zgJ. This underlying mechanism manifests itself overtly in Danish

and the case where thc glottar stop, the "stÉd", occurs in Danish is the

accent f case. There seems then to be some physiological justification for
regarding accent I as the more basic, and accent II as eontaining an added

mechanism.

From the point nf view of frequency one wouLd expect the unmarked case to
occur more frequently than the marked case. The opposition betweg,n tonal

accents is rare in the languages of the world, and the use of the feature

ftonat accent] in a language is a marked phenomenon.

The marked case of an opposition tends to be derived by rule ["f. p. zg).

The tonal accent is predictable, and moreoverr [+stress] is a prerequisite

for tonal accent to be assigned on a segment. [+stress] is in itse]f marked.

A phonology of Swedish should state this hierarchy of markedness in an ex-

plicit way.
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Ïn cases of neutralization accent f is realized. An example is when an

epithet is de-stressed in a sentence lÍke "vÍrmötte anden' Donald" [We met

the duck Donald or We met the ghost Donald).

The marking convention for tonal accent applies after the one for stress,

as f+stress] is part of the context.

MAHKING CONVENTI0N Fm STHESS [p. ¡¿J:

[u stress] -+ f-stressJ

MABKING CONVENTTON FOR TONAL ACCENT:

[u tonaL accent] J f-tonal accent]

MarkÍng conventions that are context-sensitive and whose context contain

features with only +r s and -r s can relate to phonological rules as linking
ru18s. Formally, the linking relationship between a phonological rule and

a marking convention is stated in the schema below:

phonological rule: x -) lo:çl / t [O-] t

Markins convention: lusj --) tnel /f* I
[wJ

where drF = + CIr -¡ Y, Zr Gl, W may be null, and the feature G is distinct
from the feature F.

The marking convention for tonal accent fulfills the conditícrns for
applying as a linking rure. 'ihe output of the phorrological stress rules 1s

the feature [+stress] in certain columns of features, or segmcrnts. The

[+stress] is part of the environment of the marking convention for tonal

accent, and this marking convention relates to the stress rules by automa-

tically interpreting the tonal accent feature as well. Once a segment has

been aseigned f+stress], it is also assigneu [-tonal accent] at no cost for

the granmar. We thus need only one rule of tonal accent assignment that

changes the - to a + in the context where the stressed segment is the First

stressed segment Ín the string under consideration and more vowels follow.

/ [**"."1
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TONAL ACCENT RULE:

[-tonal accent] --) [+tona] accenr] / [ c- [ælr""=] . . .v.. .
NAVAdv u

The fl-tonal accent] is assigned at no cost in the grammar. The marked case,

[+tona] accent] is assigned at the cost of a phonological ru1e. By use of

the marking convention for tonal accent as a linkíng rule the dependency

relationship is naturally stated. Accent II is assigned to the first stressed

vowel of the examples on the bottom of page .5, Althclugh the examples end-

ing in -el, -er, -en [eu anu 4 on p, 3) phonetically contain more

than one vowel they are not assigned accent fI as their base forms are mono-

syllabic and we order the rules so that stresçand tonal accentassignment

apply before the epenthetic vowel-insertion (ef, p lS).

EPENTHETIC VOWEL INSERTTON:

r
NAVAdv

The [+sonorant]',feature includes liquids and nasals as a class. The

[+consonantal] excludes vowels.

The above rule operates also where the sonorant is a suffix and preceded

by a +-boundary. Some nouns have a surface structure plural with [-¿r], anU

vet thev are accent r: Lánd - fS€, stád - :j8gr, bók - bd."Kçr, gÉ! - gdt-

ter. Although it does violate an alternation condition [t(iparsky 1968), the

plural suffix of these nouns wili be posíted as /-r/. The plural suffíx f-r/
is needed i-n any case for some nouns that end in a vowel: r!ö - TgI, sko - skol

tå - tår, ko - kor.

swedish has another plural suffix that phoneticalry arso is [-a"] tt.'"t

aleo derives plurals of monosyllabic accent f words. In this case the plural

noun becomes an accent rr word: párk - gþ@, té - tèer, -E!Éd - Êgþg|g¡,

tfl - vfner, ldrft - la'rfter, márk - màrker. The plural suffix for this group

will be assumed to be underlyinS /-er/, so although the suffix is the same

phonetically for länder and parker, it will be derived from two different

ø -) tat tcovcl -- l*:::::il*']
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sources. Íhe f-yf and the l-"rl have different effects with respect to

accent on the word.

Similarly, the present tense suffixes for Swedish wíI1 be assumed to be

only two: l-^r/ and l-r.1. The phonetic form of the first one is [ar] as in

hbooar. skl.¡ttar. kàllar ... The phonetic form of /-tl is [r] w]ren the verb

stem ends in a vowel: !g!r !gI, g!, gyl.. ' , and [a"] ny later epenthetic

vowel insertion when the verbstem ends in a consonant: !@, åli!9l, .!f!!s'

fd'Ijer... Verbs in the present tense of the latter category are thus mono-

syllabic at the stage when tonal accent is assigned and receive accent Ï'

Verbs in the present tense of the former group are disyllabÍc and are as-

signed accent II. (Cf . ör,man 1965.)

Examples of derivationl are given below. /t/ is to be taken as a shorthand

transcription for [+stress].

In*a]*

] i:::l:x":iïl';r",,,iÏ:til"'"vention 
ror tonal accent

Iportugal ]N

Stress Rule 2 ai
Linking with the rnarking convention for tonal accent
Tonal Accent Rule

I auore]*

Stress Rule 2 ai
Linking with the marking convention for tonal accent
Tonal Accent Rule

IanJãv:-si*

Stress Fìule 2 aii
Linking with the marking convention for tonal accent

Iue+tãra]u

Stress Rule 1

Linkíng with the marking convention for tonal accent

1

1

1

1
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Irãgr]Nr

Stress Rule 2 bii
Linking with the marking conventÍon for tonal accent

Irãsr+ar]N

Stress Rule 2 aii
Linking with the marking convention for tonal accent
Tonal Accent Rule

IproduktJ*

Stress HuIe 2 bíi
Linking wíth the marking convention for tonal accent

COMPOUNDS

Ïn Swedish an indefinite number of words can be strung together to form com-

pounds and this process is quite productive. Only the first and the last
words of the compound contain a strong stress which is placed on the same

vowel as when Ure word does not form part of compound. The first stressed

vowel takes accent rr, and the last stressed vowel accent r.

To deríve stress and tonal accent in compounds no new rules are needed,
{

but the rules formulated so àar need restrictions or modification. The

trensformational cycle was rejected earlier (pp. 27, 32). It would have in-
volved first assigning stress [and accent I by linki.ng) to al] the words in

the compound and then deleting them all again exeept the first and last ones.

Ïnstead of deletion of all previously essigned stressee and accents the

application of the stress rules can be restricted so that stress assignment

is prevented for the cases where the deletions would occur. Thus there is
no longer any use for a Stress Deletion RuIe (p. 35). The following condi-

tion limits the applÍcation of the stress rules (p. 35):

Condition on Stress Flules 'l and 2'. When a lexicaL category string contaj_ns

1

1

1

other rexicar category strings wíthin itself (i,". a compound), apply the



M

the rules to the fÍrst and l-ast inner l-exical category strings only.

Only the first and last stressed vowels will then be marked f-tonat accent].

The next step erases all inner lexical brackets. It is followed by a tonal

accent rule that changes the first accent I to accent II. We assume that

this reflects the same process as accent II in simplex words but then the

condition of the tonal aecent rule on p. 35 is j-nsufficient. It handles

those compounds where the stressed vowel of the first word also is the first

vowel of the word, as in gtråhattmakare, flick iäqare mordkommissionsutlå-

tande. antíkärnvaoenkommitte.lt vi ch yva t ten s bu tel.'i s e tik et tspåkt i s tr er ska etc.

It does not handle oases where the first stressed vowel is precerled by

other unstressed vowels, as in butel.isetikett , hotellspersonaldirektör

parkerinc¡solats em , etc.

The first words of the latter group are accent I in isolation. The accent

IÏ is conditioned by the following stressed vowel that occurs Ín the string

in compounds, 0n1y compounds may contain two stressed vowels, The condition

for accent Tf in simplex words is still as on p. 38: the stressed vowel is

the first vowel and nrore unstressed vowels follow. The reformulated versi-on

of the tonal aecent rule below involves a generalization that incorporates

accent ïI assignment Ín compounds.

TONAL ACCENT HULE:

f-tonal accent] --7 [+tonal accent] / ,. L+
CV)

f--- î
l*=t"*==l K='il""Ðo

where ... may contain ##, s. L = any 1exical category.

The rule expands into conditions g and b. The use of angì-ed brackets per-

mits the expression of discontinuous dependencv [spr pp 76-??). rt is an

f,- üm cclndition and abbreviates two expressions - "one in which aI1 angled

elements appear and another in which none of these elements appear.,'

/ ..ff covco [îãTress] ¡+stressl cond. a

/ .-[ co [lfrressJ v cond. b

l-ffis word is actually pronounced with stress on the second syllable (Eo.).
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To sum up, we now have the following rules:

1) Stress Bule I and Stress Rule Z (p. 35) with a conditirn on application

[p. +e)

Z) ffre marking convention for tonal accent applied as a linking rule (p, ¿O)

3) Erase inner brackets of a string that is labelled with a lexical category.

4) Tonal Accent Rule [p. 44)

5) Laxing Bu1es, Epenthetic Vowel Insertion [p. 41), and other phonologícal

rules,

Examples of derj.vations:

[ [strã]* [nat]* [mãtcarei* ]*

1 Stress Hule 2 bii; ai-
Linking
Erase brackets## ## #
Tona1 Accent Fìule, cond, b

1

JIî7

11'
IstrãrratmãrareJ*

(t [antiJr 
"o 

[rænJ* [vãpn]* [rccmitã]* l*

# ## ## ##
1 Stress Rule 2 bi; bii
' Linking

# Erase brackets...
Tonal Accent BuIe eond. b
Epenthetie Vowel Insertion

Stress Rule 2 bí; bii
Linking
Erase brackets.. .
Tonal Accent Rule cond. a

1

a

[intiçe",,,,up.an c*itÍ]* ) "

[ [p""rã"ug]ru s[platsJ* [prubl6m]* l*

1 1

1ttr # # ## #

The linking s is probably inserted by rule but this will not be dealt with

here. By nasal assimilation and g-deletion [above) the phonetic output ie

1 1

I narkãriSsplatsprublêm J *

J( See footnote on P. 44 [EO.).
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FOOTNOTES

t) ffre Swedish spoken in Finland has no opposition between tonal accents.

2) Some disyllabic words here can have either accent, for example PgiE'
tobak¡ skyffel.

a) For a definition of strong and weak clusters, see SPE p.29'.'tA weak

cluster is a string eonsi-sting of a simple voealic nucleus followed by

no more that one consonant; a strong cluster is a string consisting of
either a vocalic nucleus followed by two or more consonants or a complex
vocalic nucleus followed by any number of consonants."

4) It is still an open question for Ëwedish whether this auditory impres-
sion has any unique articulatory correlate in the tongue positions aI-
ways being closer to the [?]-position for ]ax vowels than for tense
vowels.

5) Tense vowels witl be transcribed as V, lax vowels as V.

O) fn the model we are using redundancies are stated by a set o'F morpheme

structure cnnditions that state generalizations about the internal struc-
ture ofl the morpheme by defining the subset of possibLe Swedish morphemes

out of a set of all possible morphemes. [stanley 1967.)

7) More than two hundred students were asked which last consonant of mini-
ma1 pairs of the type !g! - hatt they perceived as the longer one, if
any. The results showeãThatft studentsr performance in this task was

not consistent, (Rrof. G. Hammarström, personal communj-cation.)

g) /N/ stands for a nasal archí-phoneme whose only lexieal specification is- 
the feature [+nasal].

S) fne vowel alternations will not be handled in this paper.

1CI) By prof. Vickj- Fromkin in lectures 1969 at University of California, Los
Anqel es.

11) These derivational processes in Swedish are an interesting study in them-

selves but witl not be treated any further here.

12) For the concept of lexical and glgg categories, see Aspects p. ")4,

13) Accent I would for example be assigned on the final syllable of those
polysytlabic words covered by case bil of the stress rule.

M) ff there ís a tonal command it is concomitant with.[+short] or [-short].
If there is no tonal command it implies [-sfrort]. (giörn Jernudd, ref.
1968, and personal communication):

Ayq Iin u:-trruanian)

roNE [-t¡"eJ fj!ryf
LENGTH t".1..-' t-:::::' t;;::ï:r,.
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